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Country Life Column March 1991 G. Gary Runka, P. Ag. 

"British Columbia's best farmlands are square in the path of 

urban development, and urban development on fertile land 

raises the global issue of whether it is right to subsidize 

food production when it could be produced more cheaply in 

countries that need income." 

A quote from 20 years ago? Or, perhaps from a major urban 

developer? Unfortunately not. While it may come as a 
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shock, the above is a quote from the recently published Lu~ 
report of the B. c. Round Table on the Environment and the ~~fL-P"'--j~ 

Economy entitled, "A Better Way--Creating a Sustainable 1 ~tva.:} 
Development Strategy for B. CM I~ ~ 1/py; 
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Equally unfortunate, in my view, is the fact that this quote ~vbt'• J' 
is not an isolated expression of a disregard for Agriculture 

I 
within the Report. I can't believe that the Reports section 

on Agriculture resulted from informed Round Table members 

consulting with the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, 

Agriculture Canada, the Agricultural Land Commission, 

Professional Agrologists of B. C. or Agriculture industry. 

In my view, the absolutely shabby treatment accorded 

Agriculture in this Report has greatly reduced the 

credibility of what I thought was a useful process. 

Let me put this into perspective, then cite further specific 

examples of what I see as a serious problem both for 

Agriculture and for the Round Table. 
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Based on a review of the World Conservation Strategy, Our 

Common Future (Bruntland Commission}, the National Task 

Force on Environment and Economy, other provincial Round 

Table initiatives and their own work, B. C.'s Round Table on 

the Environment and Economy identified six key principles: 

*limiting our impact on the living world to stay within its 

carrying capacity. 

*preserving and protecting the environment (conserving life

support services, conserving biological diversity, ensuring 

use of renewable resources is ecologically sustainable}. 

*holding to a minimum the depletion of nonrenewable 

resources. 

*promoting long-term economic development that increases the 

benefits from a given stock of resources without drawing 

down on our stocks of environmental assets. 

*aiming for a fair distribution of the benefits and costs of 

resource use and environmental protection. 

*promoting values that support sustainability. 

These are reasonable objectives/goals; that is why I can't 

understand how agriculture fared so badly. 
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· What Happened to Agriculture? 

Example 1: 

The report states that the mining industry, at approximately 

3% of the total gross domestic product, is a vital component 

of the provincial economy. On the other hand, food 

production and processing, at 2 1/2% of the gross domestic 

product, is not considered a vital component of the economy. 

(I am always curious why reference to agriculture's 

economic::· contribution is always qualified as farm-gate 

production plus food and beverage processing~ while other 

industries are never separated into their respective 

components?) 

Example 2: 

The choice of wording either ·reflects an ignorance of 

agriculture in B. C. or a deliberate "put down". The 

rapidly expanding and environmentally significant greenhouse 

industry as well as other intensive agriculture, such as 

mushrooms, are not even mentioned. The high value and 

sophisticated vegetable and berry fruit production systems 

in Southwestern B. C. are referred to as "market gardening". 

The writer of this section of the report also forgot the 

largest area of agriculture in the province-the Peace River 

area with its cereal, forage seed and oil seed production 

and, from an environmental perspective, the most serious 

soil erosion problems in the province. 
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Example 3: 

With reference to the _Round Table : s, background report on 

Sustainable Communities, I note only passing reference to 

agriculture, agricultural land and the agricultural 

community, even though several of last year's municipal 

elections were keyed on agricultural land preservation 

issues. 

Where to from Here? 

Obviously, the Round Table was not ~ell informed on 

agricultural issues. Perhaps those of us with interest in 

agriculture, whether we be producers, processors, retailers, 

professionals or even consumers, are all at fault. 
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It is my understanding that the food producer appointed to 

the Round Table was unable to continue. It is obvious from 

this recent Report that the agricultural community should be

pushing government for a producer replacement who is 

interested in sustainable agriculture as a component of 

this Province's environment and economy. 

' 
I pose just a few of the agriculture-related questions which 

should be addressed as part of the integrated efforts of the 

Round Table on Environment and Economy. 

*What are the environmental and economic 

attributes, constraints and interrelationships associated 

with a provincially sustainable agricultural industry with 

the over 80 commodities now produced plus new opportunities 

potential? 
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*How can we best protect the limited high capability 

agricultural land base from alternate use competition? 

*What are the key environmental and economic linkages 

between agriculture and other land and water uses? (eg: 

tourism-tree fruit production; wood production-livestock 

grazing; intensive livestock and fisheries habitat) 

*How can we improve environmental quality through enhanced 

land and water management associated with food production? 

If first indications are any measure, the Round Table 

process badly needs help from agriculture industry, 

professionals, government agencies ·an~ the public. 

Send your sustainable agriculture concerns and views in 

writing to: 

B. c. Round Table on the Environment and Economy 

Suite 229, 560 Johnson Street 

Victoria, B. C. 

V3W 3C6 

(Telephone 387-5422) 

or take part in the up-coming province-wide public forums. 
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